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Abstract: In order to enhance the steering stability of a four hub-motor independent-drive electric
vehicle (4MIDEV) on a road with varying adhesion coefficient, for example on a joint road, this paper
proposes a hierarchical steering stability control strategy adapted to the road adhesion. The upper
control level of the proposed strategy realizes the integrated control of the sideslip angle and yaw
rate in the direct yaw moment control (DYC), where the influences of the road adhesion and sideslip
angle are both studied by the fuzzy control. The lower control level employs a weight-based
optimal torque distribution algorithm in which weight factors for each motor torque are designed to
accommodate different adhesion of each wheel. The proposed stability control strategy was validated
in a co-simulation of the Carsim and Matlab/Simulink platforms. The results of double-lane-change
maneuver simulations under different conditions indicate that the proposed strategy can effectively
achieve robustness to changes in the adhesion coefficient and improve the steering stability of
the 4MIDEV.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of motor technology, the four hub-motor independent-drive electric
vehicle (4MIDEV) concept has emerged [1,2]. Different from the traditional centralized drive vehicle,
the 4MIDEV is directly driven by four hub motors without the need for clutches, drive shafts and
other mechanical components. The drive/brake torque of four hub motors not only responds quickly
and accurately, but also can be independently controlled, which helps a lot to improve the stability
and maneuverability of the vehicles [3]. Since traditional electronic stability program (ESP) cannot
be directly applied to the 4MIDEV, its steering stability control has attracted much attention from
researchers [4–7].

The stability control strategy with hierarchical structure for the 4MIDEV has been widely used
and proved to be effective, including an upper control level to generate the yaw moment command,
and a lower control level to change the yaw moment to the torque required for four drive wheels [5–8].
However, few studies have enabled the stability control strategy to adapt to the adhesion coefficient,
but only focus on the constraints of road adhesion. Furthermore, relevant verifications are always
neglected when the adhesion coefficient changes, which may bring more control errors and adversely
affect the final steering stability control effect. As the driving conditions of vehicles become more
complex, it is necessary to study a stability control strategy adaptive to road adhesion to ensure good
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steering stability of the 4MIDEV, which puts forward higher requirements for the upper control level
and the lower control level.

In general, the upper control level is usually designed based on the direct yaw moment control
(DYC) which controls the lateral motion of vehicle through a yaw moment. The sideslip angle and yaw
rate corresponding to stability and maneuverability are always selected as the control targets in the
DYC [9–12]. However, unlike the yaw rate, there is no direct relationship between the sideslip angle
and the yaw moment, but they are related to each other by nonlinear tire forces. Most of the DYCs
previously proposed only control the yaw rate and ignore the impact of the sideslip angle. For example,
Tahami et al. [13] and Lin et al. [14] adopted fuzzy control and sliding mode control, respectively,
in the DYC, and both successfully realized the control of the yaw rate without the consideration of
the sideslip angle. However, the importance of the sideslip-angle control is much greater than that of
the yaw-rate control when the adhesion coefficient is low. The lack of consideration for the sideslip
angle will be detrimental to the steering stability control effect, especially when the road adhesion
coefficient changes. Some studies have improved the DYCs on the basis of the previous ones in which
the sideslip angle was only taken as an intermediate variable in the control of the yaw rate, and finally
achieved good results. Zou et al. [15] and Tahami et al. [16] redesigned the reference yaw rate based
on the sideslip angle respectively, and both finally achieved a good control of the sideslip angle and
the yaw rate by tracking the yaw rate with the reference value. Zhai et al. [17] weighted the sideslip
angle and the yaw rate to obtain a comprehensive control quantity and also achieved good control
performance. Although the above methods have basically considered the influence of the sideslip
angle, the impact of adhesion coefficient was neglected, and there was a lack of correlation verification
when the adhesion coefficient changes. With different adhesion coefficients, the effects of the sideslip
angle and the yaw rate on the stability are quite different. Therefore, a new DYC adapted to road
adhesion is required to achieve the integrated control of sideslip angle and yaw rate.

The torque distribution algorithm is a key part in the lower control level. The optimal distribution
algorithm has been widely adopted and proved to be effective compared with other torque distribution
algorithms such as average distribution [18], etc., which makes the allocation to meet optimal objectives
as much as possible. In current studies, the tire workload usage is always selected as the main optimal
objective to reflect steering stability. Jin et al. [19] and Park et al. [20] developed an optimal distribution
algorithm based on the tire workload usage objective respectively, and the steering stability of the
vehicle was improved. In [21], Zhai et al. designed an energy consumption objective in addition to
tire workload usage objective, and finally achieved energy savings while ensuring stability through
multi-objective optimization. Furthermore, Li et al. [22] additionally considered the control objective
and ensured the accuracy of stability control. These methods have been proven to be effective in
the face of the road with constant adhesion coefficient, but they did not consider the influence of
changes in adhesion coefficient. For the stability control, the workload usage of each tire was generally
considered equally important to each other, i.e., different adhesion conditions at each wheel were
ignored, which may result in a wheel with low adhesion experiencing extreme loads while other
wheels maintain a relatively high stability margin.

To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a hierarchical stability control strategy that is
adaptive to the road adhesion coefficient. The upper control level of the proposed strategy realizes the
integrated control of the sideslip angle and yaw rate in which the influences of the sideslip angle and
road adhesion are both studied by the fuzzy control. As the road adhesion coefficient is also took into
account in the yaw moment control, the output of the DYC becomes more reasonable. The lower control
level employs a weight-based optimal distribution algorithm in which weight factors for each tire
workload usage are designed to accommodate different adhesion of each wheel. The different weight
control of each wheel torque allows the 4MIDEV to better adapt to changes in adhesion coefficient.

The rest of this study is organized as follows: in Section 2, the 4MIDEV system model, including
the vehicle dynamics model, driver model, etc., is presented. The proposed hierarchical strategy
for the 4MIDEV is then designed in Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed strategy is evaluated by
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a co-simulation using CarSim and Matlab/Simulink under different double-lane-change maneuver
conditions. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. System Overview and Modeling

The 4MIDEV, as shown in Figure 1, is directly driven by four hub motors without the need for
clutches, drive shafts and other mechanical components. The drive/brake torque of four hub motors
can be independently controlled by a main electronic controller using the CAN bus (a kind of area
network), according to the driver’s operation and actual vehicle condition.
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Figure 1. System Configuration of the 4MIDEV.

2.1. Vehicle Dynamics Model

Ignoring the pitch and roll motions, a simplified three-degree-of-freedom (3-DOF) dynamic model
is elaborated to study the vehicle’ planar motion: yaw motion, longitudinal motion, and lateral motion,
as shown in Figure 2a, where

.
Vx and

.
Vy denote the derivative of the longitudinal velocity Vx and

the lateral velocity Vy, respectively,
.
γ is the derivative of the yaw rate γ. m denotes the mass of the

vehicle, Iz is the yaw inertia of the vehicle. Fxij and Fyij denote the longitudinal and lateral forces of the
respective wheels, respectively, where i ∈ { f , r} denotes the front or the rear and j ∈ {l, r} denotes the
left or the right. δ f denotes the front wheel steering angle. a and b are the distance between the center
of gravity and the front axle and rear axle, respectively. d is half of the tread.
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The dynamic equations of the 3-DOF model can be expressed in matrix form as:


.

Vx.
Vy

.
γ

 =

 Vyγ

−Vxγ

0

+ Bx


Fx f l
Fx f r
Fxrl
Fxrr

+ By


Fy f l
Fy f r
Fyrl
Fyrr

 (1)

where the coefficient matrices Bx and By are:

Bx =


cos δ f

m
cos δ f

m
1
m

1
m

sin δ f
m

sin δ f
m 0 0

a sin δ f−d cos δ f
Iz

a sin δ f +d cos δ f
Iz

− d
Iz

d
Iz

 (2)

By =


− sin δ f

m − sin δ f
m 0 0

cos δ f
m

cos δ f
m

1
m

1
m

a cos δ f +d sin δ f
Iz

a cos δ f−d sin δ f
Iz

− b
Iz

b
Iz

 (3)

2.2. Tire Model

The tire model reflects the nonlinear characteristics of tire dynamics, which is a critical part for
steering stability control. The “Magic Formula” tire model [23] and “Unified Index” tire model [24]
have been widely used and proven to be effective, but too much characteristic parameters of the tire
are required. In order to improve the real-time performance of the system, a simplified tire model
in [21] is used as follows:

Fyij = −Kαij

√
1−

( Fxij
µij Fzij

)2 µij
k tan−1

(
k

µij
αij

)
k =

Kαijπ

2Fzij

(4)

where µij denotes the road adhesion coefficient, Kαij and αij denote the lateral stiffness and slip angle
of each tire, respectively.

2.3. Hub Motor Model

The hub motors typically employ a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) that can be
modeled using a space vector control method. Considering that the torque dynamic response of the
PMSM is much faster than the vehicle dynamic response, the dynamic response of the motor can be
simplified to a second-order system whose torque transfer function can be expressed as:

G(s) =
Tij

T∗ij
=

1
2τ2s2 + 2τs + 1

(5)

where τ denotes the damping ratio, and its value is initially set to 0.01. T∗ij denotes the motor drive
torque command, and Tij is the actual drive torque.

2.4. Driver Model

A “preview-follow” driver model [25] is adopted in this paper to simulate the driver’s operations
on the acceleration/brake pedal and steering wheel based on the desired vehicle speed and the expected
route. The driver’s preview time is set to 1 s for the closed-loop test. Then the front-wheel-steer angle
can be obtained.
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3. Design of Hierarchical Steering Stability Control Strategy for the 4MIDEV

In this paper, the stability control strategy proposed for the 4MIDEV is designed as a hierarchical
structure, including a reference output level, an upper control level with the yaw moment control, and
a lower control level based on the torque allocation, as shown in Figure 3. A reference dynamic model is
established in the reference output level to obtain the desired vehicle dynamics parameters. The upper
control level is composed of speed control and yaw moment control to realize adaptive control of the
vehicle speed, yaw rate, and sideslip angle, respectively. The lower control level optimally distributes
the virtual control forces generated by the upper control level, such as the yaw moment, to each
hub-motor controller in the form of the driving/brake torque commands, so as to realize the steering
stability control of the 4MIDEV.
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3.1. Reference Output Level

To directly and clearly reflect the driver’s steering intention, the reference output level simplifies
the above 3-DOF model to 2 DOFs as the reference dynamics model, as shown in Figure 2b, which
makes the steady-state responses of the vehicle linear with the driver input. The kinetic equations can
be formulated as follows: {

mVx(
.
β + γ) = Fy f cos δ f + Fyr

Iz
.
γ = aFy f cos δ f − bFyr

(6)

where
.
γ and

.
β are the derivative of the yaw rate γ and the sideslip angle β, respectively. Fy f and Fyr

denote the lateral tire force of the front and rear wheels.
By ignoring the system transient characteristics, the desired target values for the sideslip angle

and the yaw rate can be obtained: 
γ′ = 1

1+AVx2 · Vx
l · δ f

β′ =
1−(m

L )(
a

bKr
)Vx

2

1+AVx2 · b
l · δ f

(7)

where A = m
l2 ·

aK f−bKr
K f Kr

, K f and Kr are the front and rear tire cornering stiffness, respectively.
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Considering the above target values appear in the linear working area of the tire, the target values
of the yaw rate and the sideslip angle must be limited when the tire works on the nonlinear working
area [26]: {

γlimit =
0.85
Vx

µg

βlimit = tan−1(0.02 µg)
(8)

Thus, the target values of the yaw rate and the sideslip angle obtained from the reference output
level can be expressed as: 

γ−des = min{|γ′|, γlim} · sgn
(

δ f

)
β−des = min{|β′|, βlim} · sgn

(
δ f

) (9)

3.2. Upper Control Level

The upper control level, as shown in Figure 3, consists of speed control and yaw moment control,
which generates the virtual commands of traction force and yaw moment to realize the integrated
control of vehicle speed, yaw rate, and sideslip angle. Furthermore, the road adhesion coefficient is
also taken into account in the yaw moment control, and the control effect becomes better.

3.2.1. Speed Control

The sliding mode control is adopted in the speed control to compute the traction force required to
maintain the desired longitudinal speed, as shown in Figure 3, which takes the control error of speed
as the sliding surface:

Svx = Vx −Vx−des (10)

where Vx and Vx−des denote the actual and desired longitudinal speed, respectively. The following
formula can be derived from Equation (10):

.
Svx =

.
Vx −

.
Vx−des =

1
m

[
Fx −

(
Fy f l + Fy f r

)
sin δ

]
+ Vy · γ−

.
Vx−des (11)

The reaching law is defined as:

.
Svx = −εvxsat(Svx)− kvxSvx (12)

where εvx > 0, kvx > 0, and the saturation function sat(Svx) can be formulated as:

sat(Svx) =

{
sgn(x/φ) |s| ≥ φ

x/φ |s| < φ
(13)

The longitudinal-speed control law can be finally obtained by combining Equations (11) and (12):

Fx−des = m
[ .
Vx−des −Vy · γ− εvxsat(Svx)− kvxSvx

]
+
(

Fy f l + Fy f r

)
sin δ (14)

3.2.2. Yaw Moment Control

The sideslip angle and the yaw rate are both selected as the control variables in the yaw moment
control, as shown in Figure 3. Considering that the sideslip angle and the yaw rate are mutually
coupled, and the sideslip angle is inconvenient to measure directly and its estimation accuracy is
limited, the yaw moment control takes the sideslip angle as an intermediate variable in the control
of the yaw rate. Based on the estimation of the sideslip angle, a fuzzy controller is developed in the
yaw moment control to compute the correction factor K, so as to adjust the nominal yaw rate γ0m, i.e.,
γ0m = Kγ. The yaw moment is then calculated by a sliding mode controller based on the deviation of
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the nominal yaw rate γ0m from the desired yaw rate γ−des. The structure of the yaw moment control is
shown in Figure 4.
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Based on the phase plane method [27] and the β-method [28], a comprehensive control quantity,
i.e., β + B1

.
β, is designed as an input of the fuzzy controller, in which the coefficient B1 reflects the

influence of the rate of sideslip angle and is related to the adhesion coefficient. In addition, since
the influence of the sideslip angle on the steering stability is different under different road adhesion
coefficients, the adhesion coefficient µ is also introduced into the design of the correction coefficient K
as another input of the fuzzy controller. There are seven fuzzy subsets to describe the values of inputs
and outputs, i.e., Positive-Big (PB), Negative-Big (NB), Positive-Medium (PM), Negative-Medium
(NM), Positive-Small (PS), Negative-Small (NS), and Zero (Z). The fuzzy rules are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Fuzzy rules of correction coefficient K.

K
β + B1

.
β

NB NM NS Z PS PM PB

µ

NB PB PB PB PM PB PB PB
NM PB PB PM PM PM PB PB
NS PM PM PS PS PS PM PM
Z NM NS NS Z PS PS PM

PS NM NM NM NS NS NS NM
PM NB NB NM NM NM NB NB
PB NB NB NB NM NB NB NB

The sliding mode controller, as shown in Figure 4, computes the yaw moment so that the nominal
yaw rate γ0m follows the desired value γ−des. The sliding surface is defined as:

Sγ = γ0m − γ−des (15)

Then the following formula can be derived from (15):

.
Sγ =

.
γ0m −

.
γ−des =

Mz

Iz
+

1
Iz
[
(

Fy f l − Fy f r

)
sin δ · d−

(
Fyrl + Fyrr

)
b +

(
Fy f r + Fy f l

)
cos δ · a]− .

γ−des (16)

The reaching law is:
.
Sγ = −εγsat(Sγ)− kγSγ (17)

where εγ > 0, kγ > 0. The yaw moment control law can be finally formulated as:

Mz−des = −
(

Fy f l − Fy f r

)
sin δ · d +

(
Fyrl + Fyrr

)
b−

(
Fy f r + Fy f l

)
cos δ · a + Iz

[ .
γd − εysat

(
Sy
)
− kySy

]
(18)
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3.3. Lower Control Level

The lower control level optimally distributes the virtual control forces generated by the upper
control level, such as the traction force and the yaw moment, to each hub-motor controller in the form
of the driving/brake torque commands. The relationship between the upper level and lower level can
be formulated as:

v = Bu (19)

where u = [Tf l Tf r Trl Trr]
T , v = [Fx−des Mz−des]

T , B = 1
R

[
cos δ f cos δ f 1 1

−d cos δ f + a sin δ f d cos δ f + a sin δ f −d d

]
.

In addition to the virtual control forces from the upper control level, the torque distribution also
needs to meet the friction ellipse constraint:

F2
xij + F2

yij ≤
(
µijFzij

)2 (20)

where Fzij and µij denote the vertical load and the road adhesion coefficient at each wheel, respectively.
The lateral force can be calculated from the simplified tire model.

The longitudinal force Fxij from the ground is related to the torque Tij applied to the wheels:

.
ωij =

1
Jc

(
Tij − FxijR−M f ij

)
(21)

where
.

ωij, Jc and R denote the angular acceleration, moment of inertia and rolling radius of the wheel,
respectively. M f ij is the rolling resistance moment.

The lower control level employs a weight-based optimal distribution algorithm in which weight
factors for each tire workload usage were designed to accommodate different adhesion of each wheel.

A weight-based optimal distribution algorithm is investigated in the lower control level with the
tire workload usage Ωij as the main optimization target, which can be formulated as:

Ωij =
F2

xij

µ2
ijF

2
zij

(22)

The smaller the sum of tire workload usages, the greater the stability margin of the wheel, and
the better the steering stability of the vehicle [17,29]. Considering that the vehicle is facing a complex
road surface, the adhesion conditions at each wheel are often different. If the tire workload usages
are simply added as the overall optimization target, the different adhesion conditions will be ignored.
There is a possibility that the wheels in low adhesion conditions are unstable, and the wheels in the
high adhesion condition still have a large stability margin. The weight factors for each tire workload
usage are designed to accommodate different adhesion of each wheel as follows:

ψij = χij
Ωij

∑ Ωij
(23)

where χij reflects the influence of the adhesion coefficient at each wheel, the value of which is positively
correlated with the adhesion coefficient.

In summary, the torque distribution algorithm of the lower control level can be described as:

minJ1 = ‖Γu‖2 (24)
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where u = [Tf l Tf r Trl Trr]
T , Γ = diag

(
ψij

µij FzijR

)
. The constraints for the torque distribution are:


Bu = v(

I
−I

)
u ≥

(
u
−u
−

)
(25)

where u and u
−

denote the upper and lower limits of u, respectively. Considering that the intensity of

the equality constraint Bu = v is too strong, it is converted to min‖Wv(Bu− v)‖2 and introduced into
(24) as a penalty item with a weight coefficient ξ as follows:

minJ2 = ‖Γu‖2 + ξ‖Wv(Bu− v)‖2 (26)

where Wv denotes the distribution weight matrix, which is related to the control priority of the traction
force and the yaw moment. For the low-adhesion road, the weights of the yaw moment and the
traction force can be increased and reduced, respectively, so as to obtain good stability performance.

The (26) can be reformulated as:

J2 = arg min
u
−
≤u≤u

∥∥∥∥∥
(

ξ
1
2 WvB
Γ1

)
u−

(
ξ

1
2 Wvv

0

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

=
∥∥∥Au−C

∥∥∥2

2
(27)

The above optimization problem can be solved by the active set method [30]. For the kth iteration,
at a given uk, the correction value pk needs to be determined:

min
pk

J =
∥∥∥A(uk + pk)−C

∥∥∥2

2
Bpk = 0

(28)

If the uk + pk is a feasible solution, then uk+1 = uk + pk, and the Lagrange multiplier
(

ε λ
)T

can be calculated by:

AT(Auk+1 −C) =
(

BT DT
)( ε

λ

)
(29)

where D =
(

I −I
)T

. If λ ≥ 0, then uk+1 is the final optimal solution and the iteration ends.
Otherwise, the constraint corresponding to the minimum λ is removed and the next iteration
is performed.

If the uk + pk is not a feasible solution, then uk+1 = uk + αkpk, and the next iteration is performed.
The step αk is limited by:

αk = max
{

αk ∈ [0, 1]; u
−
≤ uk + αkpk ≤ u

}
(30)

The iteration continues in accordance with the above steps until an optimal solution is found.

4. Simulation Test and Analysis

The proposed adaptive stability control strategy was verified in a co-simulation of Carsim and
Matlab/Simulink. The 4MIDEV model and driver model were developed in the Carsim, while the
proposed strategy and the hub-motor model were implemented in the Simulink, as shown in the
Figure 3. To further prove the improvement in steering stability, the proposed hierarchical stability
control strategy, referred to as “adaptive control,” was compared with other two strategies, referred to
as “common control” and “speed control”, respectively. The “common control” is proposed in [17],
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in which the DYC and torque distribution algorithm didn’t consider the change of the adhesion
coefficient. In addition, the “speed control” has only developed a “preview-follow” driver model and
a speed sliding mode controller to ensure the stability. The aforementioned stability strategies were
evaluated at double-lane-change (DLC) maneuvers under the µ-split road and joint road. The path
setting for the DLC maneuver is shown in Figure 5. The parameters of the 4MIDEV and hub motors
used in this study are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Parameters of the 4MIDEV and hub motors.

Symbol Quantity Value

m vehicle mass 1411 kg
Iz moment of inertia about the yaw axis 2031.4 kg m3

hg height of the center of mass 0.54 m
b length from the center of gravity (CG) to the rear wheel axis 1.56 m
a length from the CG to the front wheel axis 1.04 m
r tire radius 0.3 m
d tread width 1.48 m

Pm maximum power 28 kW
Tm maximum torque 340 Nm
nm maximum speed 1200 rpm
Pe rated power 14 kW
Te rated torque 170 Nm
ne rated speed 800 rpm

4.1. µ-Split Road

The DLC maneuver was first conducted on the µ-split road, as shown in Figure 6. The desired
vehicle speed was set to 60 km/h and the driver’s preview time was 1 s. The dynamic responses of the
vehicle under different control strategies are shown in Figure 7.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 17 
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The adhesion coefficient of µ-split road is shown in Figure 7a, which was initially set to 0.75 and
suddenly became 0.75 on the half side and 0.1 on the other half side at a distance of 105 m from the
starting point. Figure 7b,c show the vehicle’s track and speed responses, respectively. It can be seen
that the adaptive control, compared with the other two controls, performed best in achieving the
following of the trajectory and speed with the smallest errors.

Figure 7d,e show the yaw rate and the sideslip angle responses of the vehicle, respectively. Both
the sideslip angle and the yaw rate of aforementioned controls appeared to deviate from the desired
values when the adhesion coefficient was changed, i.e., about at 7 s. However, the adaptive control
could make these two quantities basically follow the desired values. The control error of the sideslip
angle and the yaw rate under the adaptive control, compared with the common control, are reduced
by 58.8% and 55%, respectively, which indicates that the steering stability can be ensured even in the
face of varying adhesion coefficient. Figure 7f shows the sideslip angle rate and the sideslip angle in
the phase plane. The curve of the adaptive control, compared with the other two controls, is most
concentrated on the origin, which indicates that the stability control effect is best [21,31].

Figure 7g–i show the torque of each hub motor under the speed control, common control, and
adaptive control, respectively. It can be seen that the adaptive control, compared with the other two
controls, can effectively adapt to the change of the adhesion coefficient and realize different weight
control of each wheel torque. For example, the output torque of the 1th and 3th wheel shown in the
Figure 7i, were both increased to ensure the desired yaw moment.
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4.2. Joint Road

A joint road was also developed for the DLC maneuver, as shown in Figure 8, in which the vehicle
maintained a constant speed of 60 km/h. The dynamic responses of the vehicle under different stability
control strategies are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9a shows the adhesion coefficient of joint road, which was initially 0.75 and then changed
to 0.2 at the middle of DLC maneuver. Figure 9b,c show the vehicle’s track and speed responses,
respectively. It can be seen that all the tracks of the aforementioned controls were obviously offset
from the scheduled track after the change of road adhesion coefficient. In particular, the track under
the speed control had a large fluctuation and tended to be unstable, whereas the adaptive control
could suppress the disturbances with less deviation and fast response. In addition, both the adaptive
control and the common control could basically ensure the desired speed, but the speed under the
speed control was significantly deviated from the expected value.

Figure 9d,e show the yaw rate and the sideslip angle responses of the vehicle, respectively.
Figure 9f shows the phase plane about the sideslip angle rate and the sideslip angle. Although
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the change of the adhesion coefficient brought disturbances to the control, the adaptive control can
effectively reduce the control error of the yaw rate and the sideslip angle, showing the best stability
control effect. In contrast, the vehicle under the speed control was already unstable. The maximum
control error of the sideslip angle and yaw rate under the common control was about 3 times and
4.1 times larger than that under the adaptive control, respectively. Furthermore, the curves of the
speed control, common control, and adaptive control in the Figure 9f, tended to be more focused on the
origin, which means that the stability control effect of the aforementioned controls increased gradually.

Figure 9g–i show the torque of each hub motor under the speed control, common control, and
adaptive control, respectively. After the change of adhesion coefficient, the torque under speed control
had an unstable oscillation, whereas the adaptive control could realize different weight control of each
wheel torque, which made the 4MIDEV better adapt to changes in adhesion coefficient.

5. Conclusions

In order to enhance the steering stability of a four hub-motor independent-drive electric vehicle,
this paper proposes a hierarchical stability control strategy that is adaptive to the road adhesion
coefficient. The upper control level of the proposed strategy is composed of speed control and yaw
moment control, which realizes adaptive control of the vehicle speed, yaw rate, and sideslip angle,
respectively. The influences of the sideslip angle and road adhesion are both studied by fuzzy control
in the yaw moment control, and the output of the DYC becomes more reasonable. The lower control
level employs a weight-based optimal distribution algorithm in which weight factors for each tire
workload usage are designed to accommodate different adhesion of each wheel. The different weight
control of each wheel torque allows the 4MIDEV to better adapt to changes in adhesion coefficient.

The proposed stability control strategy was validated in a co-simulation using Carsim and
Matlab/Simulink, in which double-lane-change maneuvers under the µ-split road and joint road
conditions were conducted. The simulation results indicate that the proposed strategy, compared
with other methods, can effectively achieve robustness to changes in the adhesion coefficient and
improve the steering stability of the 4MIDEV. Since the proposed method adopts sliding mode
control, the chattering phenomenon is an important factor affecting the control effect. Due to the
characteristics of the sliding mode control, the chattering cannot be eliminated, which may make the
stability control effect become worse when the adhesion coefficient changes very rapidly and greatly.
However, since the vehicle motion is slow enough compared to the sampling time, this situation
hardly occurs in practice. Therefore, the good control effect of the proposed method can be basically
guaranteed. In future work, the hierarchical stability control strategy will be tested through the
hardware-in-the-loop test, and then the real-car test.
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